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ABSTRACT - The purpose of this study is to report the use of guinea pigs as experimental model to study the resistance of the tissue expander capsule. Two groups were studied. In both groups a round 20 cc tissue expander, attached to a multiperforated catheter was inserted. The pocket housing was standardized. The skin over the expanded area was tattooed demarcating the area and arc, which were measured before and after each expansion. Every 4 days, a volume corresponding to 10% of the expander’s total capacity was injected. Animals of the control group received 3 cc of saline through the catheter at the same time of expansion. Animals of the experimental group received 3 cc of the HBGF-1 diluted with saline. The intraluminal pressure of the expander was measured before and after the injection. After its total filling, the animals were sacrificed and 5 cc more were injected into each expander. The pressure was measured after each 1 cc injected. The capsule was examined histologically by immunofluorescence, trichrome and hematoxylin-eosin stains with the purpose of quantifying collagen and fibroblasts. The experimental model to study the resistance of the tissue expander’s capsule showed to be feasible in guinea pigs.


Introduction

Tissue expansion has been diligently investigated, particularly regarding the ideal shape of the expanders, their surface and the effects of the prosthesis on the nearby tissues. However, few articles have been published about reduction of capsular contracture around the silicone membrane of the expander1-3.
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Growth factors are substances capable of modulating cellular mitosis. The Heparin Binding Growth Factor – 1 (HBGF-1) regulates the formation of the scar for it modulates the cellular response. This growth factor has a short half-life and needs to bind with heparin or collagen to increase its life span and maintain its integrity in the extra-cellular environment. There is only one study in the literature concerning the use of HBGF-1 to attenuate the contracture of the capsular reaction to silicone. A more flexible capsule around the expander would result in: A) A better adjustment of the flap on the covered area; B) Less chance of extrusion; C) Major advancement of the flap without the necessity of resecting the capsule.

**Proposition**

The purpose of this study is to report the use of guinea pigs as experimental model to study the resistance of the tissue expander capsule.

**Method description**

Adult guinea pigs weighting from 290 to 340 g, from the University of Alabama at Birmingham, were studied.

**Procedure**

The animals were divided into two groups. A round 20 cc tissue expander was inserted in all the animals. An irrigation system composed of a multiperforated silicone catheter with a valve at its extremity was fixed around the base of the expander (FIGURE 1).

![FIGURE 1 - Multiperforated catheter fixed at the base of the tissue expander.](image)

The animals were anesthetized with a solution of Ketamine and Xylazine injected intraperitoneally. A transverse incision was made on the back of the animal, adjacent to the site to be undermined. A flexible pattern was utilized to measure the area to be undermined (FIGURE 2), thus the undermining was standardized. The dissection was carried out under the *paniculium carnosum* and the subcutaneous tissue, where the tissue expanders were inserted (FIGURE 3).
FIGURE 2 - Pattern used to standardize the area of subcutaneous dissection.

FIGURE 3 - Position of the catheter attached to the tissue expander on the back of the animal. Please, note the position of the incision. The head of the animal is on the right side of the picture.

At this stage, a square and an arc were permanently tattooed on the skin flap. The square tattoo was used to measure the expanded area and the arc tattoo was used to study the linear gain of the expanded skin (FIGURE 4).
The prosthesis was expanded at surgery, in both groups of animals with a saline solution corresponding to a volume of 20% of its total capacity. Starting from the first week of surgery, at every four days, the prosthesis was filled with a volume corresponding to 10% of the expander’s capacity, until the whole expander was filled – 20 cc (FIGURE 5).

FIGURE 4 - Tattoo marking the skin area and arc to be expanded.

FIGURE 5 - The expander is completely filled with saline solution (20 cc). A bulging can be seen on the dorsum of the animal.
Observing the same time period, together with the expansion, a 3 cc solution of the HBGF-1 diluted in saline was injected into the animals of the experimental group through the capsular irrigation catheter described. The concentration of HBGF-1 was 0.1 ug/ml. In order to simulate the same effect of the irrigation system over the capsule, 3 cc of saline were injected into the animals of the control group through the irrigation system.

After each expansion the pressure was measured with a Striker electronic manometer device (FIGURE 6 and 7).

After the animal’s sacrifice, 5 cc of saline were injected into each expander and the pressure was measured after every 1 cc.
Histology

Ten samples were obtained from the base, dome and lateral region of each expander’s capsule. Each specimen was submitted to histological examination, after staining with hematoxylin and eosin. The number of blood vessels, fibroblasts, macrophages and neutrophils were counted on each field.

The trichrome stain was employed to count the number of collagen fibers in each field and immunofluorescence was utilized to measure the number of adhesive fibronectin proteins.

Testing the Irrigation Catheter

With the purpose of testing the efficacy of the irrigation system, methylene blue was injected into the capsule after the complete expansion of the prosthesis. After the animal’s sacrifice, the capsule was dissected and it was found that the stain spread throughout the capsule. (FIGURE 8 e 9).

FIGURE 8 - Methylene blue, when injected through the irrigation system, stained the tissue expander’s capsule.

FIGURE 9 - Removal of the expander and the irrigation system with the capsule, showing the whole capsule’s surface stained with methylene blue.
Testing the Expander’s pressure extra-vivo

All expander’s pressure was measured before its insertion on the animals. This test was performed to check the basal pressure of the expanders (all were 0 – negligible).

Perspectives

The experimental model to study the resistance of the tissue expander’s capsule showed to be feasible in guinea pigs. This model can be used to study capsular contracture around breast prosthesis, so that new materials of prosthesis can be tested, as well as in the test of new drugs to avoid capsular contracture.
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RESUMO - O objetivo deste estudo é relatar o uso de cobaias como modelo experimental para avaliar a resistência da cápsula do tecido expandido. Dois grupos foram estudados. Em ambos os grupos um expansor Redondo de 20 ml com um cateter multiperforado fixado foram inseridos nos animais. A loja foi padronizada. A pele a ser expandida foi tatuada demarcando uma área e um arco que foram medidos a cada expansão. A cada 4 dias. Um volume correspondendo a 10 % da capacidade total do expansor foi injetado. Os animais do grupo controle receberam 3 ml de soro fisiológico pelo cateter de irrigação no mesmo momento da expansão. Os animais do grupo experimental receberam 3 ml de HBGF-1 diluído com soro fisiológico. A pressão intraluminal do expansor foi medida antes e após a injeção. Após o preenchimento total do expansor, os animais foram sacrificados e mais 5 ml foram injetados dentro de cada expansor. A pressão foi medida após cada 1 ml injetado. A cápsula foi examinada histologicamente por immunofluorescência, tricromo e hematoxilina-eosina com a finalidade de quantificar colágeno e fibroblastos. O modelo experimental para estudar a resistência da cápsula do expansor de pele mostrou-se factível em cobaias.
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